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Choose it Maker
What is Choose it Maker?
Choose it Maker piece of easy software that helps teachers, parents
and specialists to help children with different kinds of disabilities to
enhance their memory, increase the ability of choice making, and
learning using different activities and quizzes. It comes on a CD and
can be installed on Mac or windows based platforms.

Who will benefit from using this software?
People who have a Learning Disability, Autism, Physical Disability, Communication Impairment,
Hearing Impairment and Dyslexia would benefit from this software. It's easy software to create
decision making activities and quizzes. It turns your text, images and sounds into choice making
activities and quizzes that are automatically accessible using a mouse, whiteboard, touch
monitor, keyboard or switches. It is useful for helping switch users to learn to make choices
using scanning techniques, as you can create lots of motivating activities in finely graded steps
of progression.

What are the features of this software?
This software Makes reading easier, Provides speech output of text on screen, helps
communicate with others and helps improve vocabulary and literacy. It will work with switches,
touch screens , mouse and different types of keyboards. Other features of the software are:

It provides auditory scanning. Different text sizes and layouts can be selected. Choices
can be text or a picture. Activities can be shared using the free Player. Includes sample
activities, images and sounds. Plays a sequence of activities without teacher
intervention. Personalized reward music can be added to increase motivation.

Training
This software is very intuitive and easy to use and learn. However Video tutorials can be found
on topics such as: Making an activity, Sorting pages, Importing activities, Importing pages.
Videos
can
be
found
at
the
following
site:
http://www.chooseitmaker2.com/videos/videosactivities.htm#
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